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Introduction

Abstract

Flora Martin née Campbell mostly features in the history of mycology as
a collector of fungi (Willis 1948; May 1990; May and Pascoe 1996). Recent
investigations have revealed her to be a pioneer woman scientist who not
only collected fungi but published, presented, experimented in, and gave
expert testimony on, the subject of mycology (Maroske & May in press
2018). In addition, she made significant contributions to the development
of this discipline in Australia, facilitating the appointment of professionals,
and the issue of key publications.
As she was already an adult when Australian universities admitted
women in the 1880s (Kelly 1993), Flora had to turn elsewhere for a scientific
education. Her science of choice, mycology, was an emerging discipline
in the latter part of the nineteenth century, and it offered students
and researchers opportunities to discover new species, to investigate
their relationships with other organisms, and their impact on practical
disciplines such as agriculture, forestry and horticulture.
The struggle for acceptance and recognition faced by the first
professional women scientists is an established area of historical research
(e.g. Creese 1998, 2004, 2010, 2015). Less well known are the stories of
women who attempted to reach their scientific goals in an era when the
great amateur tradition of natural history was giving way to academic
science. Flora Martin exemplifies the situation of these women, especially
in the colonies where she not only faced barriers due to her gender, but

Flora Martin née Campbell was
a pioneer mycologist active in
collecting, research, publication
and advocacy in nineteenth century
Australia. Standing in the way of
her scientific advancement were
a number of substantial barriers,
including entrenched prejudice
against women, and the relatively
isolated and undeveloped state of her
colonial scientific community. Despite
this, she still managed to achieve a
suite of scientific firsts for a woman
working on Australian fungi. Recent
archival discoveries indicate that for
two decades she was at the centre of
Australian mycological activity, with
connections to fellow scientists in a
number of Australian colonies, New
Zealand, the United Kingdom and
Europe.
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also because of her isolation from the main centres of
scientific research in the northern hemisphere.
A precocious talent with strong self-belief, Flora
revealed the limitations of a gendered and hierarchical
scientific system that was capable of inspiring gifted
colonial women, but also frustrating them. Aware of
her unequal treatment, she made acerbic comments
on the shortcomings of others, further setting her
apart from colleagues who accepted the status quo.
While significant gaps remain in her story, it is clear that
Flora was an exceptional individual, not only for her
contributions to mycology, but also because she dared
to make them.

Background and early years
Colonial Australian botany and mycology
Australia offered European botanists an enviable field of
research with diverse and highly endemic vegetation. In
the first seventy-five years of British settlement, much
of this investigation was undertaken by short-term
visitors to the various colonies, or longer-term users of
Australian materials in northern hemisphere herbaria
and museums. In Australia itself, the discipline of botany
was imported with settlers as an established part of
school curriculums, and taught at the first Australian
universities, but opportunities for paid professional
careers remained remote up to the end of the nineteenth
century (Gascoigne & Maroske 2013).
German-educated Baron Ferdinand von Mueller
(1825–96) dominated the Australian botanical scene
from the time of his appointment as Government
Botanist in Victoria in 1853, eventually drawing
thousands of others, including women, into his research
projects through a large network of collectors (Maroske
2014). Mueller focused his research on higher plants,
not having sufficient funds for the resources needed to
cover the lower plants or cryptogams (which included
fungi). At first Mueller sent his own and his collectors’
fungal specimens to the Rev. Miles Joseph Berkeley
(1803–89), a clergyman and independent scientist in
Britain for identification and description (Mueller 1881).
While it was an exciting era for the study of fungi, with
new discoveries in fungal reproduction and morphology
(English 1987: 157), Australian species did not contribute
to these developments. Berkeley waited twenty years to
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work on Mueller’s specimens, in part because they were
of poor quality (May 1990), but the delay led to fungi
being ‘less studied than any other series of Australian
plants’ (Mueller 1872). Moreover, Berkeley’s initial belief
that most Australian species ‘were identical with species
in Europe’, tended to discourage local research (Mueller
1891a). This was all to change in the 1880s when new
participants entered the field, and the richness of
Australian mycology began to be revealed.

Flora’s childhood and education
Flora Mary Campbell was born at Dilston, Tasmania on
22 February 1845 (Anonymous 1845). Thereafter she
disappeared from the historical record for more than
thirty years. When added to a lack of surviving anecdotes
about her childhood, this means details of her early life
remain frustratingly speculative. Nevertheless, while
Flora did not record her own story, she did see merit in
copying down her father’s reminiscences just before he
died (Martin 1890). These provide an indirect outline, in
part, of her chronology, and are especially revealing in
regard to Alexander Campbell’s (1805–90) role in her life.
Like other precocious women, Flora probably
developed scientific confidence, and the contacts to
further it, in the context of a strong father-daughter
relationship. The importance of this kind of bond is
evidenced in the life of an exact contemporary of Flora’s
in New South Wales, Georgina King (1845–1932). Her
father, the Rev. George King (1813–99) sympathised
with her thirst for knowledge, and when she exhibited
a passion for geology he described her proudly as
‘his little philosopher’. In an assessment that could be
applied to Flora, Georgina’s biographer claimed that
she inherited the Rev. King’s drive, displaying his ‘Celtic
pugnacity’ in her efforts to become acknowledged as a
scientist (Carter & Cross 2013).
Flora’s father followed his brothers from Scotland
to the colony of Tasmania in 1825. After eleven years
he moved to the colony of Victoria and settled at Port
Fairy as a whaler and ships’ captain. Powerfully built and
charismatic, he became known as ‘Port Fairy Campbell’,
and also left his name on the coastal town of Port
Campbell ( Anonymous 1887). Aged 40, Alexander
married Mary Ann Coulson (Anonymous 1844), and his
wife returned to her family home in Tasmania to give
birth to their first child, Flora Mary. A second daughter
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(Ann Eliza), and a son (Alexander Nicholson), were born
at Port Fairy in 1847 and 1851 respectively.1
Just before the discovery of gold in 1851, Flora’s
father was appointed the first harbourmaster of the Port
of Melbourne. The Campbells moved into a series of
dwellings in the heart of the growing city, with a fourth
and final child, George Neil Campbell, joining the family
in 1856.2
As in other middle-class families, the Campbell
children were probably educated at home, possibly by
their mother and/or a series of private tutors. Boys and
girls were usually taught different subjects at this time,
but the lack of educational facilities in early Melbourne
may have allowed Flora more freedom to pursue her
interests than children of the next generation. She
clearly learnt to read, write and to draw, and was given
a thorough Christian education in the context of the
Presbyterian Church. It does not seem, however, that
she had any exposure to Latin, an important language
in nineteenth-century scientific literature, and especially
in taxonomy.

Botanical and mycological awakening
Botanical awakening
Flora was 24 when her father retired in 1869 (Anonymous
1869b). Still in good health, he decided to take up
grazing cattle on 650 acres at Fulham, in the Gippsland
region, 200 km east of Melbourne. Here, according to
Flora, he did ‘fairly well’ (Martin 1890). It was at Fulham
that Flora began a serious study of botany, claiming
in 1888 that she had been ‘at’ this subject for fifteen
years (Campbell 1888a: 129). The identification and
illustration of plants was a respectable interest for
young ladies (Jordan 2005), and the diverse and novel
vegetation in Australia was an additional incentive for
budding naturalists to take up botany. In this regard, the
still substantially native vegetation of Gippsland offered
1 No. 8225/1847, birth registration of Ann Eliza Campbell https://online.
justice.vic.gov.au/bdm/indexsearch.doj viewed January 2017. No
9284/1851, birth registration of Alexander Nicholson Campbell https://
online.justice.vic.gov.au/bdm/indexsearch.doj viewed January 2017.
2 In 1856, Mary Ann Campbell gave birth ‘at her residence, Bourkestreet’ (Argus, Melbourne, 7 January 1856: 5). In 1863, the address of
‘Campbell, Alex., harbourmaster’ was ‘373 Spencer-street’ (Anonymous
1863). Between 1866 and 1869, his address was ‘119 Spencer-street’
(Anonymous 1866, 1868, 1869a). No. 567/1856, birth registration of Neil
Campbell https://online.justice.vic.gov.au/bdm/indexsearch.doj viewed
January 2017.
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a rich and dramatic landscape for Flora to explore. Later
it was claimed that ‘in her young days’, she was ‘a lover of
plants, and a diligent student of botany’ (Pitcher 1925:
176).
In 1874, Flora acquired part two of Balfour’s Class book
of botany (Balfour 1852–4), which was ‘much studied,
judging by the multitudinous marginal notes and
underlinings throughout’ (Pitcher 1925: 177).3 By the
1880s she came to regard Balfour as old-fashioned, and
lamented the fact that ‘in our Herbarium and University
they still use and recommend [his books]’ (Campbell
1885b; Campbell 1889). Flora also acquired the seven
volumes of Bentham’s Flora Australiensis, a substantial
and expensive work, and the most up-to-date and
comprehensive treatment of Australian flowering plants
and ferns (Bentham 1863–78, Pitcher 1925).
Both Balfour and Bentham recommended students
of botany make their own herbarium, or collection of
dried plants. This was to facilitate the identification and
exchange of specimens, and to establish a collection for
future reference (Balfour 1852–4: 1075–1082, Bentham
1863: ch. 4). Flora’s earliest surviving dated specimens
are from Fulham in January 1880,4 but she probably
began her herbarium several years earlier (Campbell
1888a).
In 1877, Flora’s Australian botanising was interrupted
for a couple of years, when her father took his family
(minus the sons), on a tour home to Scotland. They
left on Highflyer in March and returned on Loch Garry
in August the following year (Anonymous 1877; 1878).
Whatever the discomforts of long-distance travel, Flora
apparently took them in her stride, and she made a
number of substantial sea and land journeys in the next
decade.

Mycological awakening
The year after returning to Australia, Flora made a twomonth journey to the colony of Queensland. She sailed
on Ly-ee-moon in July 1879 from Melbourne to Sydney,
with Miss Effie Gerrand and Effie’s cousin John Gerrand
(neighbours in Gippsland) for company (Anonymous

3 The library catalogue at the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria states that
one of the library’s three copies of Balfour (1852–4) belonged to Flora
Campbell. An examination of the copies, however, was inconclusive.
4 e.g. MEL 1601090A Rytidosperma caespitosum (Gaudich.) Connor & Edgar.
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1879a).5 Just what prompted Flora to set out on this trip
is not clear, but it may have been to visit her brother,
Alexander Jr, who eventually died in Queensland.6
On the Sydney to Brisbane leg of the voyage, Flora
and her companions were joined by a famous Australian
naturalist, Father Julian Tenison-Woods (1832–89)
(Anonymous 1879b; Borchardt 1976). Although
mainly occupied with writing government reports,
Tenison-Woods was also in the process of preparing
a foundational paper on Australian mycology with
Queensland botanist Frederick Manson Bailey (1827–
1915).7 Later Flora remembered Tenison-Woods noting,
and lamenting, the rapid spread of weeds like cacti and
lantana in Queensland (Campbell 1885c).
It is possible that Tenison-Woods was responsible
for sparking Flora’s interest in fungi (which she dated
from 1879) (Campbell 1885c). In the mycology paper,
Tenison-Woods gave an overview of the discipline
and its possibilities in Australia, stating clearly that his
purpose was ‘to popularize the subject with a view to
stimulate enquiry’ (Tenison-Woods & Bailey 1882: 51).
The paper acknowledged about a dozen collectors,
and made a single reference to ‘Miss F. M. Campbell’ as
the contributor of a specimen of Irpex flavus Klotzsch,8
a bracket fungus, from the river port of Ipswich in
Queensland (p. 73).

Frederick Manson Bailey
Tenison-Woods’ co-author, Bailey, was a self-taught
Australian botanist initially residing in South Australia
and from 1861 in Queensland. He published extensively
on the vegetation (including fungi) of Queensland over
a long career as Government Botanist (Marks 1969).
Flora made contact with Bailey in Brisbane (probably
facilitated by Tension-Woods), and he became the first
professional botanist with whom she developed a
collegial relationship (Pitcher 1925).
While none of Flora and Bailey’s correspondence

5 The names of Flora and the Gerrands occur in the passenger lists of
each part of voyage to and from Queensland, which suggests they were
travelling together.
6 Alexander Nicholson Campbell died in Burketown, Qld, on 21 April 1891,
but was buried with his parents in the Brighton Cemetery, Melbourne
https://billiongraves.com/grave/Alexander-Campbell/15156272#/
viewed March 2017.
7 The paper was read before the Linnean Society of NSW on 25 February
1880.
8 Now known as Flavodon flavus (Klotzsch) Ryvarden (May et al. 2004).
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has been found, his letter registers indicate that they
communicated almost monthly from 1879.9 In an early
letter, Bailey sent Flora a recently issued census of
Brisbane plants (Bailey 1879; Bailey n.d.), and continued
to supply her with his works in the same way as he did
other highly regarded correspondents (Pitcher 1925).10
Like Flora, at this stage of his career Bailey was
a relative novice in fungi. No botanists in Australia
were yet naming new species in this group, not even
Ferdinand Mueller, and the flow of specimens was
to taxonomists overseas. Bailey introduced Flora to a
handful of international experts, and initially forwarded
her specimens to them. The first new taxon based on
one of Flora’s collections was Parmelia campbelliae
C.Knight (as ‘Campbellii’),11 a lichen, gathered by her at
Mt Kosciuszko, New South Wales. Bailey forwarded the
specimen to Charles Knight in New Zealand, and he
published a description (Knight 1884).12

Miles Joseph Berkeley and Christopher Broome
Bailey also forwarded Flora’s specimens to the then
foremost mycologists in the English-speaking world;
the Rev. Miles Joseph Berkeley and his research partner
Christopher Broome (1812–86). Based in provincial
England, they published a series of articles on fungi
from different countries, including Australia.
Berkeley and Broome’s first article to cite Flora’s
collections was published in 1882, although it was
mainly concerned with Queensland fungi (Berkeley
& Broome 1882). In a letter to Berkeley a couple of
years later, Broome described Flora’s first specimens
as ‘very bad’ (Broome 1884), being both insufficient in

9 In and Out Letter and Packet Book, Letter Register, Colonial Botanist,
1879–1894: Queensland Herbarium, Toowong, Qld, Australia.
10 Flora’s copy of Bailey (1883) is in the library at the Royal Botanic
Gardens Victoria, inscribed: ‘To Miss Flora M. Campbell with the authors
compliments 4–8–83’.
11 Now known as Hypogymnia mundata (Nyl.) Oxner ex Rass. (McCarthy
2017).
12 The plate associated with this article is labelled Thysanothecium
Campbelli Knight. In undated notes with the type specimen, Bailey
states: ‘This curious Lichen was collected by Miss F. M. Campbell a lady
to whom I am indebted for many botanical specimens she gathered
this on Mount Kosciusko in Victoria and if you find it new do me the
favor to let it bare her name I have not had a new plant from her that
I could do so as she has not been further north than Brisbane and of
the Southern Plants one seldom finds them new for Baron Mueller has
his collector out in those parts I do not approve in general of naming
after persons but you see it is the best way to them for their kindness
in sending us specimens’ (Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa
Herbarium).
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sample size, and often mouldy. As Mueller had already
experienced, however, this is a common problem for
novice mycologists, because fleshy fungi are notoriously
difficult to preserve, and even when successfully dried,
shrink and change shape considerably (May 1990: 267).
The solution was to improve collections and to make
detailed notes and illustrations to accompany them, and
Flora quickly adopted these practices when encouraged
to do so. In a surviving letter to Christopher Broome
she promised: ‘I will try and send in a better condition
and larger quantity’, explaining that while she often
started out thinking she had gathered a ‘great number’
of specimens, the final collection was usually much
reduced by the vicissitudes of travel and the process of
drying specimens (Campbell 1885b).
In 1887, Berkeley and Broome published a second
article citing Flora’s specimens, and made three the basis
of new species. These included Tympanis toomansis
Berk. & Broome, a fungus growing on Banksia L.f. cones
found at Tooma, NSW (Berkeley & Broome 1887: 222).
This species, in turn, has now become the type of an
iconic endemic Australian genus, Banksiamyces G.W.
Beaton (Beaton & Weste 1982). Berkeley and Broome
were especially interested in the truffle-like fungi sent
by Flora, and suggested ‘that a great deal remains to
be done among these Orders in so vast a country as
Australia’ (Berkeley & Broome 1887: 217).

Botanical visiting
The trips that Flora made to Scotland and Queensland
were an accepted part of the life of middle-class families
in the nineteenth-century. It was common practice
for ladies to visit and stay with relatives and friends
for extended periods. Flora’s level of engagement in
this activity, however, was unusual, especially as she
combined visiting with botanising, amassing hundreds
of specimens of flowering plants and cryptogams.
Absent from home for months at a time, she often
toured through remote country where roads were
primitive and travelling conditions uncomfortable. In
1885, she found a ‘beautiful’ specimen of Clavaria L.
(coral fungus) in Tasmania, and carried it ‘five miles on
horseback[,] 10 miles in a waggonette, then packed for
the sea voyage [to Victoria] 240 miles’, before posting
the specimen more than 10,000 miles to Broome in the
northern hemisphere (Campbell 1885d).
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Campbell family networks and contacts ensured that
Flora found hospitality at many pastoral homesteads,
although few of these can now be identified.13 It is also
unlikely that she travelled alone, but unfortunately the
names of her companions have also mostly been lost.
Beenak on the southern slopes of the Great Dividing
Range was a favourite collecting locality, which Flora
described as ‘a very wild mountain district’ and she
lamented the fact that ‘there is no place for a lady to stay
in except the selectors invite you and their homes are
very rough’ (Campbell 1885b).
Because of the loss of most of Flora’s letters, surviving
specimen labels, and records of her correspondence
with Bailey, provide the surest evidence of where and
when she conducted her botanical excursions. While the
geographical range of most colonial Australian women
collectors was usually limited to around their homes, she
ventured to four colonies; Tasmania, Victoria, New South
Wales and Queensland (Maroske & Vaughan 2014). From
July 1880 to early 1881 Flora was in New South Wales
including at Tooma and ‘at the base of Mt Kosciuszko’,
the tallest mountain on continental Australia. From
August 1881 to March 1882 she was based at Kiewa in
northeast Victoria, and later she also visited Mt Buffalo,
Mt Hotham, and the Grampians in the same colony.
Flora recruited her own network of collectors among
fellow settlers, who were responsible for at least some of
the specimens attributed to her in surviving herbarium
data sets (Campbell 1885e).14

Societies and mentors
Field Naturalists Club Of Victoria
In April 1882, Flora’s father sold his Fulham farm and
moved his family back to Melbourne. At first they
rented on Punt Hill, South Yarra, not far from the Botanic
Garden, but the following year Alexander Campbell
bought a cottage nearby at 38 Caroline Street, which
became Flora’s new home base (A. Campbell 1885).
Being in Melbourne allowed Flora access to the
13 An exception relates to a specimen of Buellia De Not. collected by Flora
at Wooriwyrite in November 1886. Wooriwyrite was the property of the
Scottish born pastoralist Thomas Shaw who was probably well known
to the Campbell family (Wooriwyrite Homestead http://eheritage.
metadata.net/record/VIC-69290 viewed March 2017).
14 Flora’s collectors included: F. M. Wilson, Mrs Nealy, Mrs Gapes, Mrs Inglis
(wife of John Inglis, Tarwin, c.1827–1916), Miss Howard, Mr Sayce, Miss
Robinson, C. Bailey, and Alice [Berham].
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regarded as poisonous’ were, in fact, harmless, ‘if eaten
when young and fresh’. ‘The paper was very interesting,’
the Victorian Naturalist noted, ‘and created some little
discussion’ (Anonymous 1886b).
At least two Club excursions benefitted from Flora’s
fungal commentary and identifications.17 On the Queen’s
birthday in May 1885, she joined about 25 members
and friends on a train to Lilydale (then a separate village
on the outskirts of Melbourne). Nearly 100 species
of fungi were collected on the day and ‘I was the only
one who knew the [sic] anything about them’, she told
Broome (Campbell 1885b). A report of the excursion
in the Victorian Naturalist, supported this claim noting:
‘our mycologist had almost as much as she could do in
collecting specimens or packing away those brought to
her by other members of the party’ (Anonymous 1885:
33; Campbell 1885a).

scientific life of the city, although a number of societies,
such as the Royal, were at this time closed to women
beyond special occasions (Tyler n.d.).15 This was a
significant disadvantage for autodidacts like Flora who
needed contact with more experienced researchers,
with whom she could exchange and refine her views.
Later she referred to her early mycological efforts as
‘very very stupid’ (Campbell 1885c), but she proved to
be a quick learner.
In 1880, a new society emerged in the Melbourne
scene. Open to women from the beginning, the Field
Naturalists Club of Victoria (FNCV) had progressive first
presidents (Houghton 2005). In 1884, congregational
minister the Rev. J. J. Halley (1834–1910) (Gunson 1972),
told members that he was convinced of the scientific
benefits of inclusiveness, and hoped that, ‘before many
years have passed, to listen to this annual address
delivered by one of the sisterhood of our guild’ (Halley
1885: 4).
Flora attended FNCV meetings from June 1883
(Anonymous 1883a), and was voted a member on 9 July
(Anonymous 1883b). At her first meeting she exhibited
a collection of fungi, and continued to display fungi,
lichens, fossils, plants, paintings and other objects at
regular intervals (Appendix). After the 1885 annual
conversazione, Flora boasted to Broome that the word
most often applied to her display of fresh fungi was
‘Wonderful’. ‘They had never seen the like’, she told
Broome proudly, and the exhibit ‘kept a crowd round it’
(Campbell 1885b).
In July 1885, Flora became the first woman to publish
an article in the Club’s journal, (a list of fungi) (Campbell
1885a, see also 1886, 1887a), and a year later became
the first woman to write a talk for the Club, and then
to present a talk to the Club.16 Flora was initially ‘shy’
about speaking in public, and her first address, ‘Notes
on edible fungi’, was read by the Club secretary, Francis
George Allman Barnard (1857–1932). A summary of this
presentation in the Victorian Naturalist indicates that
Flora had adventurous views on fungal edibility. She
claimed that ten species common in Victoria and ‘usually

By 1886, there were enough mycologists, lichenologists
and bryologists in the FNCV to form their own section
within the Club (Anonymous 1886a; May 2005). Flora
served the section for a time as honorary secretary
(Martin 1892), and exchanged specimens with other
members including Felix Reader (1850–1911), a
German-born pharmacist; the Rev. Francis Robert Muter
Wilson (1832–1903); Melbourne pharmacist Francis G.
A. Barnard; and Richard Austin Bastow (1839–1920),
a draftsman in the Victorian public service (George
2009). In fact, a number of Flora’s surviving specimens at
Australian herbaria seem to have been lodged as part of
these colleagues’ herbaria.18
Another keen mycologist in the section was Henry
Thomas Tisdall (1836–1905), a schoolteacher who
lived and collected for a time in Gippsland (Gardiner
1990; George 2009). Tisdall gave a number of talks on
fungi to the Club, but lacked the confidence to draw
conclusions about his specimens without reference to
expert taxonomists (May 1990: 270). Flora found fault
with Tisdall’s nomenclature, complaining in 1889 that
he interchanged the terms ‘spore’ and ‘seed’. ‘[W]ill I

15 The first female member of the Royal Society of Victoria, Helen Neild,
was elected as an associate member in July 1889 (https://rsv.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/historyrsv.pdf viewed 2017).
16 A number of Flora’s first talks were not published: ‘Notes on edible fungi’,
March 1886 (presented by Barnard); ‘Notes of a trip to Cabbage-tree
Creek, East Gippsland’, April 1888 (presented by Flora); ‘an account of
work done in cryptogamic botany during the year’ (Anonymous 1890g).

17 Flora went with Club members to Lilydale in May 1885 (Campbell 1885),
and to Cheltenham in June 1886 (Anonymous 1886c).
18 Based on searches in ‘Australia’s virtual herbarium’, https://avh.chah.
org.au/ viewed March 2017. Reader’s herbarium was purchased by the
National Herbarium of Victoria about 1906, F. R. M. Wilson’s herbarium
was purchased by the National Herbarium of Victoria after 1896 (Short
1990: 5–6).
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Figure 1. Cortinarius bovinus ‘Wavy Tisdal [sic]’, water colour painting by Flora Martin (RB MSS A50, Library, Royal Botanic Gardens
Victoria)

call a chrysalis an egg next’, she exclaimed, ‘and not be
corrected in our club?’ (Campbell 1889).19 She and Tisdall
remained colleagues, however, and Flora referenced
him in her familiar name ‘Wavy Tisdal [sic]’ for a species
of a locally occurring fungus with a wavy edge on the
cap, Cortinarius bovinus Fr. (Figure 1).
A very clever man
The 1880s were a time of rapid scientific development
for Flora, but rather than attributing this fact to the
FNCV, she claimed it was because she had come ‘under
the care of a very clever man’ (Campbell 1888a: 129).
Acquiring a mentor was almost a necessity for talented
women scientists in the nineteenth century. Georgina
King had George Bennett (1804–93), a venerable
naturalist in New South Wales (Carter & Cross 2013: 36–
37). Male mentors were invaluable in negotiating with
scientific circles, which continued to consist mostly of
men, and the mentors also conferred a certain measure
of authority by association (Maroske 1993, Maroske &
May 2018).
Flora’s ‘clever man’ was almost certainly Daniel
McAlpine (1849–1932), a lecturer in biology at Ormond
College, a Presbyterian residential college at the
University of Melbourne. Four years younger than Flora,
McAlpine was born and raised in Scotland, matriculated
19 Felix Reader was also critical of Tisdall’s terminology and published a list
of corrections to one of his talks in the Victorian Naturalist (Tisdall 1886,
Anonymous 1886a).
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at the University of London in 1873, and attended
lectures by leading scientists such as Thomas Huxley
(1825–95) and William Thiselton-Dyer (1843–1928).
McAlpine established his career in Edinburgh, lecturing
at the new Veterinary College and at Heriot-Watt
College, and publishing a series of biological atlases
(White 1986).
In 1884, McAlpine migrated to Australia with his
family. Flora reported attending his lectures in 1885,
for which she would have needed the permission of
both McAlpine and Ormond College. ‘I was delighted
with a lecture by Mr D. McAlpine on Lichens’, she told
Christopher Broome, ‘and worked hard at them with the
Rev. Mr Wilson’, a colleague in the Cryptogamic Section
of the FNCV (Campbell 1885b).20
By 1886, Flora’s friendship with McAlpine had
developed to the point where she gave him half her
herbarium, ‘as I wished to forward his interests here
and if I could in any way assist in keeping him in our
Colony, it would be good for us’ (Campbell 1886b). This
was a significant act of generosity, as Flora claimed
her collection of fungi was the largest in the southern
hemisphere.21

20 Wilson called Flora ‘an indefatigable collector of lichens as well as of
other plants’ (Wilson 1887), and recognised her herbarium in a list of
Australian lichen collections (Wilson 1890). See also Ralston (2001). The
text book used by Wilson and Flora was Leyton (1871) (see MacDonald
1916).
21 MS annotation by F. Martin on her copy of McAlpine (1895): Library,
Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Melbourne, Vic., Australia.
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The only other likely rival herbarium was that
of Ferdinand Mueller, but Flora estimated that his
collection of fungi was only a quarter of the size of hers,
and ‘miserable’. ‘I have just been over for the fourth time’,
she told Broome in 1886, ‘and nothing hardly new in it
for the last four years’ (Campbell 1886b). Mueller, and
his collectors, were in fact significant contributors of
new fungal taxa, but many of the types remained in
institutions overseas, and Mueller did not systematically
keep duplicates of fungi (May 1990).
Baron Ferdinand Von Mueller
Although regarded as a generous teacher by many
women, including Georgina King (Maroske 2014; Carter
and Cross 2013: 79–82), Mueller’s relationship with Flora
remained poor. One source of tension lay in how she
distributed her specimens.
In 1885, Mueller gave a talk on fungi to the Club.
Taking the opportunity to outline the best path for
mycology in Australia, he remarked:
To those not initiated in mycologic studies I would like to
point out the desirability of sending Australian fungs [sic]
to specialists through any great phytologic institution,
so as to avoid clashing of various professional observers’
studying similar material (Mueller 1885).22

This methodology also allowed him to keep across
botanical developments, and to ensure proper
recognition for his own contributions.
As Flora was already communicating with taxonomists
overseas, Mueller’s admonition stung. To her it seemed
to be more about control than communication. As she
wrote to Club secretary Francis Barnard: ‘The Baron
bitterly complains of my daring to send things to Mr
Bailey.’ Flora thought this was especially unfair as Bailey
had told her that Mueller often named or distributed
Queensland plants without consulting him. ‘I can’t
write at the moment’, she protested to Barnard, ‘I am so
indignant’ (Campbell 1885c).
As Flora developed expertise in mycology, she
became increasingly willing to back her own judgement
over Mueller’s. ‘There is a brilliant small Fungus in
the Domain, South Yarra’, she wrote to a newspaper,
described by Cooke and Massee as Agaricus pulchellus
22 ‘For years Mrs Martin and also Mr Bailey have caused me trouble
in respect to fungi, which I particularly blame on the latter, since
he only was led late in life to botanical collecting through me by
correspondence’ (Mueller 1890).
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Cooke & Massee (Cooke 1889a) on the basis of one
of her specimens.23 ‘I have reason to think Baron Von
Mueller mistook [it] for Agaricus muscarius’, a European
species (Martin 1912) (Figure 2).24 Mueller’s error was
understandable, as both fungi have spotted red caps,
although in the former the spots are yellow, and in the
latter white. Agaricus muscarius L. was likely introduced
into Australia, but was not confirmed as occurring in
Victoria until 1940 (Willis 1940).25

Practical mycology
Vegetable pathology
By 1887, Flora’s mycological interests had begun to focus
on the study of fungi as pathogens, or the discipline
of ‘vegetable pathology’, and she gave a talk on the
subject to the FNCV (Campbell 1887b). This was not the
kind of natural history that usually occupied the Club’s
meetings or filled the pages of its journal, and signalled
the beginning of Flora’s disengagement from the Club.
Flora did not abandon the collection and identification
of fungi, but she would thereafter spend more of her
time studying ‘the great economic importance of this
group of our plants’ (Campbell 1887b: 125).
While it is not clear exactly why Flora began to
investigate vegetable pathology (McAlpine may have
been an influence), her efforts coincided with a rise in
community concern about ‘wheat rust’. The pathogen
causing this disease was a fungus formally known as
Puccinia graminis Pers. Rust caused the greatest crop
losses sustained by wheat farmers (Parbery 2015).
In 1885, the Victorian government established a
Royal Commission into Vegetable Products to make
recommendations on how to reduce the colony’s
reliance on wheat, as a means of mitigating the
economic impact of wheat rust.
Emboldened by her recent research, and her contacts
with international scientists, Flora came forward to give
evidence at the Royal Commission. Of the witnesses

23 This Australian species had in fact already been named by Berkeley
in 1845 as Agaricus xanthocephalus Berk.. It is now known as Amanita
xanthocephala (Berk.) D.A. Reid & R.N. Hilton (May et al. 2004).
24 Flora repeated this claim in an annotation next to the entry for
Amanitopsis pulchella (Cooke & Massee) McAlpine on her copy of
McAlpine (1895): Library, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Melbourne,
Vic., Australia.
25 Agaricus muscarius is now known as Amanita muscaria (L.) Lam. (May et
al. 2004).
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examined by the Commissioners, a Mrs S. Simpson,
whose specialty was fruit preserving, was the only other
woman.
Flora’s presentation was competent and engaging,
illustrated by fungal samples she picked up in shops
on her way as evidence. Arguing that plant disease
was often the product of both insect and fungal action,
Flora advocated the appointment of a government

vegetable pathologist who was an expert in both
mycology and entomology (Campbell 1888a). The need
for more scientists in the Department of Agriculture
was reiterated by other witnesses before the Royal
Commission including Ferdinand Mueller (Madden et
al. 1888).
Flora gave evidence in January 1888, and the
following month toured parts of Victoria, examining

Figure 2. Agaricus (Aminitopsis) pulchellus, water colour painting by Flora Martin (RB MSS A52, Library, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria)
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diseased elms at Benalla (Campbell 1888b, Anonymous
1888a), diseased vines at Mooroopna, and pathogens in
hop fields, and gardens around Bairnsdale (Anonymous
1888b). Although she does not seem to have been given
any remuneration for this excursion, it was made with
the imprimatur of the Vegetable Commission and the
Victorian Agricultural Chemist, A. N. Pearson (1856–
1933) (Jewell 1988). ‘If you think you would be able to
take up for investigation the habits of the hop ‘spider’’,26
Pearson wrote to Flora, ‘you would probably find it best
to go down to Bairnsdale at once’ (Pearson 1888).
While in Gippsland, Flora also visited Cabbage Tree
Creek, the southern-most occurrence of the Fan Palm,
Livistona australis (R.Br.) Mart. In this instance, she
was acting on behalf of the Minister for Agriculture,
John Lamont Dow (1837–1923) (Dow 1972), with a
view to have the palms ‘placed under protection from
destruction’ (Anonymous 1888b). On her return to
Melbourne, she presented ‘an interesting description’
of the locality to the FNCV (Anonymous 1888c). The
following year the FNCV officially joined in lobbying
for the protection of the palms at Cabbage Tree Creek,
and as a result they were placed in an expanded reserve
(Presland 2016).

Marriage
Busy as she was with fungi, Flora made space in her
personal life in 1888 to court and marry widower and
building contractor William Martin (c.1830–1909). Little
information survives about this relationship, which may
have begun in shared Presbyterian circles. Fifteen years
older than Flora, William was born in Wishaw, Scotland,
to master weaver, Thomas Martin, and Jane née Innes.
In 1853, William married Jane Alexander who appears
to have died soon after, and he made the voyage to
Australia the following year alone.27
In Melbourne, William joined John Peacock (c.1830–
1905) in establishing ‘Messrs Martin and Peacock’.
Flora was proud that this firm built a number of
Melbourne icons, including the Mint (Anonymous
26 Pearson put ‘spider’ into single inverted commas, because although
commonly referred in this way, the organism was in fact an acarid or
mite.
27 Death certificate 1909/461, William Martin: Births Deaths Marriages
Victoria, Melbourne, Vic., Australia. Victoria, Australia, Assisted and
Unassisted Passenger Lists, 1839–1923 (images of original documents,
ancestry.com.au viewed March 2017).
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1870), Government House (Anonymous 1872), St
Paul’s Cathedral (Anonymous 1879c), ‘and far too many
buildings to mention’ (Martin 1894e). With this work
history, William was able to develop a modest portfolio
of property and private assets, including a house in the
Melbourne bayside suburb of North Brighton (Mueller).28

Fungi on vines
Marriage to William Martin did not diminish Flora’s
commitment to fungi, and she later recalled 1889 as a
year in which, ‘all my spare time was employed studying
the fungus diseases of the vines and their treatment’,
examining thousands of diseased leaves, and sending
many specimens to Europe (Martin 1894a; 1894b,
1894c). Three diseases in particular were the focus of her
research; downy mildew, phylloxera, and anthracnose,
all scourges of the colonial wine industry.
Unfortunately, few of Flora’s findings survive, due
to the destruction of records in the Department of
Agriculture. In a sequence of letters to Melbourne
newspapers, however, she revealed that she was
familiar with the most up-to-date information on fungal
diseases, and current scientific names. She conducted
experiments in her own garden, but was aware that
her results needed to be replicated and alternative
explanations considered, before she could declare her
conclusions to be sound. Taking her lead from current
literature, she trialled mixtures of lime and sulphur as
fungicides, with the addition of extra ingredients such
as bluestone and yellow clay, and consistently reported
the production of ‘good crops’, and enhanced flavours in
the produce (Campbell 1888a; Martin 1893; 1894a).

Government scientists
This was exactly the kind of research that Flora, and
others, had advocated to the Royal Commission, and
indeed its final report recommended the creation of new
scientific positions (Madden et al. 1888). Under strong
pressure from the agricultural sector to act, the Victorian
government appointed Charles French (1842–1933),
a former employee of Ferdinand Mueller and active
member of the FNCV, as government entomologist in
1889 (Pescott 1981), and Daniel McAlpine, Flora’s ‘clever
28 Probate and administration files, William Martin, VPRS 28/P003, unit 105,
item 114/654, Public Record Office Victoria.
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man’, as vegetable pathologist in 1890, likely the first
full-time appointment to a permanent post of its kind in
the British Empire (White 1986, Ainsworth 1996).
French lost no time in publishing the first part of
a Handbook of destructive insects of Victoria (French
1891). The FNCV was delighted with this achievement
and at the July meeting the president moved a motion
to congratulate French ‘on the successful issue of his
book’. Flora, however, was not impressed, and took the
opportunity to give ‘some adverse criticisms’ of the work.
The Victorian Naturalist did not record any details of
Flora’s remarks, noting only that the president’s motion
‘was carried with acclamation’ (Anonymous 1891a).
Angered by the omission, Flora wrote a letter to
the editor of the Melbourne Argus, arguing that her
comments needed to be published, ‘in justice to others
working at our fungus plant diseases’. Flora thought
French’s book failed to acknowledge the important
relationship between insects and fungi in plant disease,
and she was highly critical of French’s imprecision,
use of terminology and lack of practical detail (Martin
1891). Moreover, although she did not say so, French
had also overlooked her contributions, including her
investigations into the ‘Red Hop Spider’.
Unexpectedly, Flora’s letter caught the attention of
satirical newspaper, Melbourne Punch. Its gentlemen
journalists took great delight in mischaracterising
her technical language as ‘charming’ and ‘poetical’,
and quoted some of Flora’s more abstruse terms as
humorous examples. ‘What captivates us ... about the
affair’, the satirists proclaimed, ‘is that a lady should write
in this way. Most of the delicate fancy work of literature
has so far been done by men’ (Anonymous 1891b).
While Flora was unenthusiastic about French’s
appointment, she was elated with that of McAlpine, and
believed strongly that she had played a significant part
in it (see below). Ferdinand Mueller also claimed credit
for the appointment. In fact McAlpine’s most powerful
advocate was probably Alfred Deakin (1856–1919),
Chief Secretary of Victoria in 1889 (i.e. the political
leader) (Norris 1981; McAlpine 1890; Deakin 1889).
Mueller and Flora were both vital sources of
information on Australian fungi for McAlpine. Mycology
was part of McAlpine’s scientific education in England,
but initially his ‘interests were broad and his focus on
fungi did not sharpen until the late 1880s’ (Parbery 2015:
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51).29 In particular, Flora’s gift of half her herbarium, and
her own experimental work in vegetable pathology
were rich resources that McAlpine could deploy.

Australian Association for the Advancement of
Science 1890
At the same time as Flora lobbied for McAlpine, she
was preparing a paper for the second congress of
the Australasian Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS later ANZAAS). Founded in 1888 on the
model of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science (MacLeod 1988), the AAAS was another
scientific society open to women from the beginning.
They made up about 4.5% of the membership at the first
congress at Sydney in 1888 (including Georgina King),
and increased to 6.5% at the Melbourne congress in
1890 (Liversidge & Etheridge 1889; Spencer 1890).
The week-long congress provided a rich intellectual
diet for participants. One such was Allan Campbell
(1836–98, no relation of Flora’s), a politician from South
Australia. He had a particular interest in wheat rust and
commented:
By dint of not confining my attendance to one section
I have been hearing and seeing a good deal. I have been
in the sanitary section reading a report; also the social
science section, listening and speaking; in the engineering
section listening and speaking, and in the biological
section listening to bacteria lectures and diseases of plants
and speaking too (Campbell 1890).

The paper on ‘Diseases in plants’, was, in fact, given by
Flora, who thereby became the first woman to submit or
present a paper at an AAAS Congress.
Her achievement went largely unremarked in
newspapers.30 The correspondent for the Sydney Mail
and New South Wales Advertiser, described Flora as ‘the
first lady to read a paper at the congress’ (Anonymous
1890a),31 although a rival newspaper, the Sydney
Morning Herald, not only failed to grasp the significance
of the event, but also attributed Flora’s paper to ‘Mr.
29 Parbery (2015: 51–52) suggests Mueller and Cooke as important sources
of information about Australian fungi, but does not seem to be aware of
Flora’s contribution.
30 C. A. Topp, president of the FNCV, noted Flora’s achievement in his
annual address (Topp 1890: 3).
31 The FNCV also noted Flora’s achievement: ‘the only paper read by a lady
at the association was one on the diseases of plants by Mrs. Martin,
so well known to her fellow-members of this Club for her interest in
fungology’ (Topp 1890).
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Figure 3. ‘The Baron discourses’: possible portrait of Flora Martin (Illustrated Australian news and musical times
1 February 1890: pp. 8, 17)

William Martin’ (Anonymous 1890b). Unfortunately no
copy of Flora’s paper survives as it, and a number of
others given in the same section, were not published in
the AAAS Report.
The congress over, Flora joined a group of 53
(including seven women) on an excursion to the
Australian Alps (Anonymous 1890a). The party left on
Wednesday 15 January and returned to Melbourne the
following Saturday. Reports of the tour were favourable,
although most participants regretted the excessive dust
and heat, with the temperature rising to 90°F by midday
at 5,050 feet on Mount Hotham ([Hurst-Browne] 1890).
Several artists and photographers accompanied the
excursion and a double-spread of sketches appeared
in the Illustrated Australian News and Musical Times
(Anonymous 1890f).
In lieu of any other portrait of Flora, these sketches
may include the only representation of her to survive.
Given that there were only seven women in the party,
there is a reasonable chance that the woman leaning
forward, looking intently at a plant being held up for
inspection as ‘The Baron discourses’ could be Flora
(Figure 3).
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Cooke, Massee and the Handbook
Mordecai Cooke and George Massee
While Daniel McAlpine’s appointment as vegetable
pathologist heralded a new era of professional mycology
in Australia, the description of novel species continued
to be dominated by taxonomists overseas. Berkeley
retired from active work in the mid 1880s and Broome
died in 1886 (English 1987), but they were replaced
by another famous English partnership; Mordecai
Cooke (1825–1914) a curator at the Kew Herbarium,
and George Massee (1845–1917) a public lecturer and
assistant at the Natural History Museum.
No correspondence between Cooke or Massee, and
Flora has been found, but between 1889 and 1892, the
pair published thirteen articles citing her specimens in
Cooke’s journal, Grevillea. Flora claimed that she gave
the remaining half of her herbarium to Cooke (Campbell
1886b), and judging from surviving collecting numbers
this may have included as many as 1,000 specimens.
Cooke and Massee used these to describe 78 new taxa,
and identify numerous new records for Australia (Cooke
1889a; 1890a–f; 1891a–e; 1892b).
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Although rarely dedicating new taxa to collectors,32
at Flora’s request, Cooke and Massee named a new
genus of pored mushrooms after her father, Campbellia
Cooke & Massee (Cooke 1890d),33 and also named (of
their own volition), a new subgenus of leaf-spotting
fungus after her, Polystigmina subg. Martinella Cooke &
Massee (Cooke 1889a: 7; Saccardo 1892: 409).34 Reports
of these taxa were published in Melbourne newspapers,
probably forwarded by a delighted Flora. ‘It is rather a
common occurrence’, claimed the Leader, ‘in Victoria at
least, to have one’s name associated with a species, but
when it is a new genus to which the name is devoted,
then the honor is all the greater’ (Anonymous 1890c;
Anonymous 1890d; Anonymous 1890e).
Like Tisdall, Flora did not suggest any scientific names
for her discoveries (except for eponymy), but she did
give brief descriptions of the key macroscopic features
including spore-print colour, and also recorded details
that could only be observed using a hand lens. Flora
owned a microscope, but she rarely seems to have
recorded information on microscopic characters.35
Cooke and Massee made make liberal use of her notes,
often reproducing parts of them verbatim.36
32 ‘Dr Cooke has alienated several Australian fungi collectors by always
refusing to dedicate any species to the collectors and those inspired to
collect. Such a request after all the efforts, expense and dangers is surely
an excusable ambition’ (Mueller 1893).
33 In an annotation on her copy of McAlpine (1895), Flora wrote next to
the genus Campbellia: ‘Named in remembrance of the Bold Pioneer
Alex. Campbell, my father. F. M. Martin | The only specimen was found
by Robert Sharp[,] Beenak, Victoria | It was a beautifully coloured sp.’:
Library, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Melbourne, Vic., Australia. The
genus Campbellia is now known as Rodwaya Syd. & P. Syd. (May et al.
2004).
34 Martinella (Cooke & Massee) Sacc. (1892) is preoccupied by Martinella
Baill. (1888) Bignoniaceae.
35 A surviving collection of Flora’s water-colour illustrations contains some
details that she may have observed through a microscope (RB MSS A52,
Library, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Melbourne, Vic., Australia.
36 e.g. Agaricus (Pholiota) disruptus Cooke & Massee (now Pholiota disrupta
(Cooke & Massee) McAlpine) (May et al. 2004). In the notes on her
drawing of this species Flora wrote: ‘613 | Pholiota spores sepia brown or
bright yellowish brown or light red | stipe confluent and homogenous
with the hymenophore with friable persistent or fugacious ring |
Brighton | Turnip bed | Nov 1890 | F M M – | height 3-6 inches | Pileus
warted pale mushroom colour sometimes almost smooth on margin,
recurved – fleshy – Gills dull dirty pinkish white at length brown free
small sinus [–] Stipe long same colour as mushroom bulging above
then slender hollow yet firm ragged – bulbous at base much strong
mycelium spores brown white veil disappearing’ (RB MSS A52, Library,
Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Melbourne, Vic., Australia). Cooke
and Massee’s description is: ‘Pileus convex, fleshy, creamy white, at
first smooth, then cracked deeply into large areolae, especially about
the fleshy disc (8–10 c.m. broad), margin incurved. Stem elongated,
cylindrical, expanding into the pileus, sometimes slightly swollen at the
base (10 c.m. long, 10–15 m.m. thick), same colour as the pileus, hollow,
striate, cracking, and subsquamulose, with a strong cord-like mycelium.
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Flora’s collections of leaf spots proved to be a
particularly rich source of new taxa, but she sent so many
to Cooke that he eventually asked her to stop. ‘I collected
about [250] for Dr Cooke,’ Flora recalled later, ‘a number
of them being determined by him to be new to science.
He wished to have these, but wrote at last that he was
very tired of working at the ‘diseases of the eucalypts’’
(Martin 1895b). Even today, eucalypts continue to yield
high numbers of novel fungi (Cheewangkoon et al.
2009).

Handbook of Australian Fungi
In 1890, Cooke was uncertain if his position at Kew would
be renewed (English 1987, Cooke 1889b). Looking for a
new source of income, he revived an idea to produce a
handbook of Australian fungi. A couple of years earlier
Mueller had investigated and rejected the proposal as
‘impracticable’ (Cooke 1889c; Mueller 1889b), but this
time Flora became involved and was enthusiastic. She
wrote to all the Australian Secretaries of Agriculture on
Cooke’s behalf, and he was eventually granted £150
from New South Wales, £50 from South Australia, and
£100 each from Victoria, Tasmania, and Queensland
(McAlpine & Smith 1891; Cooke 1892a; Anonymous
1892d; Pearson 1890).
Mueller, who may not have known about Flora’s
actions, credited the grants to McAlpine (Mueller 1891b),
and McAlpine’s biographer credited them to Mueller
(Parbery 2015: 51). Cooke, however, makes Flora’s role
clear in his Preface where she is mentioned three times.
‘My thanks are due’, he declared, ‘to Mrs. Flora Martin
for her unflagging energy in smoothing the way for the
accomplishment of this long-cherished design, now
brought to a close’ (Cooke 1892a).
Cooke’s Handbook of Australian fungi was published in
London by July 1892.37 Initially well-reviewed in Australia
(e.g. Anonymous 1892a; 1892b), it eventually proved
frustrating for users. The handbook provided only
brief descriptions of taxa, and although the associated
illustrations were very fine, they were often made on the
basis of imperfect material. This meant that users found

Ring narrow, pendulous. Gills adnate, rather ventricose, broad, not
crowded, dull pinkish white, then umber. Spores elliptical, tawny brown,
14 x 18 u. On the ground. Victoria (Mrs. Martin, 613)’ (Cooke 1891b: 89).
37 Flora exhibited a copy at the August 1892 meeting of the FNCV
(Anonymous 1892c: 63).
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it difficult to identify specimens from the handbook
with confidence (May 1990, English 1987).
Flora’s opinion of the handbook has not survived,
but Cooke sent her a copy enclosing an inscribed
photograph: ‘In kindly remembrance of the good
offices of Mrs. Flora Martin in advancing this work in
the colonies, and in securing its official recognition,
my thanks are ever due’ (Pitcher 1925). Something
of an outsider himself, Cooke found no difficulty in
acknowledging Flora’s contributions as those of an
‘enterprising Australian mycologist’ (Cooke 1890d: 87).
While Flora was likely satisfied with these tributes,
Ferdinand Mueller was less so. Ever sensitive to perceived
professional slights, he grumbled that Cooke gave him
insufficient credit, ‘while amateurs, who communicate
directly with Dr Cooke, get infinite praise, so that it
looks as if I had neglected altogether this branch of
knowledge’ (Mueller 1891b). Mueller did not begrudge
amateurs acknowledgement, usually being scrupulous
in this regard himself. His comments were motivated by
a concern that the government could use such remarks
to cut funding to Australia’s few professional scientists
(Mueller 1891b).38

Later years
Drouin
Flora struggled with unspecified health problems in her
thirties and forties, often taking the mountain air as a
rest cure. Seeking a more permanent remedy, in 1892
she and her husband moved to ‘Weebar’, a farm of about
310 acres at Drouin in Gippsland (Martin 1894e).39 The
couple used most of their land to raise Ayrshire dairy
cattle, but also kept fowls and grew oats, and potatoes
(Martin 1894d; Anonymous 1898; Anonymous 1904;
Anonymous 1912).
In 1895, Flora delivered a final talk to the FNCV on
the results of her research at Drouin. Called ‘A ramble
amongst fertilizers’, it argued that weedy or even
diseased plants, when properly fermented, could be
a boon to farmers in preparing ground for crops or
pasture. Flora likened the process to ‘putting yeast
38 Mueller’s own position was precarious, being subject to six-month
renewal as an officer over the expected retirement age of 60 (Home et
al. 2006: 19–22).
39 Pitcher (1925), however, states the move was made ‘owing to her
husband’s retirement there for health and other reasons.’
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into bread’, resulting in an aerated and nutritious soil
(Martin 1895c). Flora’s mentor, McAlpine, attended
the presentation, and afterwards said that he hoped
‘other ladies would follow her example and share in the
scientific work of the Club’ (Anonymous 1895).
Flora’s husband, William, must also have supported
Flora’s research interests, although there is evidence of
tension over them at Drouin. In a letter written at the
farm, Flora confessed that she was afraid William would
return to contracting, ‘if he has not more to occupy his
time at ‘Weebar’’ (Martin 1894e). The letter’s recipient
was William Henry Archer (1825–1909), government
statistician (Close 1969), and Flora asked Archer to use
his influence to appoint William a justice of the peace
at Drouin. Archer obliged, and a local newspaper duly
made the announcement a few weeks later (Anonymous
1894).

Systematic Arrangement of Australian Fungi
Later Flora claimed that she moved to Drouin because
country life provided her with myriad opportunities to
conduct experiments into vegetable pathology (Martin
1895a). This research appears to have been undertaken
in association with Daniel McAlpine and the Department
of Agriculture. A letter survives from 1894 signed by
Flora as ‘Honorary Assistant Vegetable Pathologist’
(Martin 1894e), an unprecedented appointment for a
woman in Australia.40
Unfortunately, lack of surviving records from the
Department of Agriculture makes it impossible to
investigate the details of Flora’s position, although
McAlpine appointed at least one other honorary
assistant, Gerald Henry Robinson (1873–1961). Unlike
Flora, however, Robinson went on to become a full-time
paid assistant in 1900 (George 2009; White 1986).
McAlpine proved to be a prolific author as Vegetable
Pathologist, issuing hundreds of publications (McAlpine
1910). Early works covered rusts, blights, galls and
other pathogens of commercial crops, but none of
these mentioned Flora. This is surprising given her

40 Other early female government scientific appointments include
Mary Emma Greayer who was employed as a computer at Adelaide
Observatory from 1890, Charlotte Emily Fforde Peel, who was employed
as a star measurer, computer and astrographic assistant at Melbourne
Observatory from 1898 (Stevenson 2014), and Sarah Hynes who was
appointed a botanical assistant at the Technological Museum in Sydney
in 1898 (now PowerHouse Museum) (Hooker 2005).
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semi-official position, and the fact that McAlpine did
reference Robinson, and numerous other contributors
of practical information. The oversight, however, may
signal, or indeed help to explain, a breach between Flora
and McAlpine that occurred in the mid 1890s.
In 1895, McAlpine published his first major book,
Systematic arrangement of Australian fungi. It was a
check-list of all known fungi in Australia with brief
diagnoses and notes on state distribution. Universally
well-reviewed, the Systematic arrangement immediately
became a foundational work in Australian mycology
(Pascoe 1990).
As soon as it was issued, McAlpine sent an
inscribed copy of the book to Flora: ‘With D.
McAlpine’s Compliments’. In a scrawl beneath this
acknowledgement, she wrote: ‘Essence of Insult’. Given
her former praise of McAlpine this remark is shockingly
curt (Figure 4).
Flora made a number of pointed annotations on the
Preface. Next to McAlpine’s praise for her ‘indefatigable
labours in extending our knowledge of Australian
species’, Flora repeated claims about the large size of
her herbarium. She stated that she was responsible for
McAlpine’s appointment as Vegetable Pathologist, and
claimed priority for public use of the term ‘vegetable
pathologist’ in Victoria.
It is not possible to say if McAlpine’s lack of appropriate
acknowledgement was solely responsible for the fallingout, but Flora clearly felt underappreciated. In turn, what
McAlpine thought of the matter, and when he became
aware of it are unknown. The Systematic arrangement
suggests McAlpine regarded Flora principally as a
mycological collector, but he had also praised her
research abilities to the FNCV (see above). Elsewhere,
McAlpine indicated that he felt equivocal about
women as students. In an address to the Melbourne
Horticultural College, he acknowledged that women
already attended such colleges overseas, but remained
doubtful about their ability to move beyond branches
‘such as flower-gardening, fruit-preserving and scentmaking’ (McAlpine 1893).

pathways. It was his measure of her worth, more than
any other that influenced how she was regarded in
Australian mycology.
In 1904, McAlpine published an article on the
remarkable Australian fungus Polyporus mylittae
Cooke & Massee, or native bread.41 The sclerotium
(underground growth) of this organism was first sent
to the United Kingdom by James Backhouse in in
the 1830s, but the fruit body that grew out of it was
not observed until 1885 by Henry Tisdall. McAlpine
made a list of five known specimens of fructification,
curiously omitting one made by Flora, despite having
already noted evidence that she sent it to Cooke in
1892 (McAlpine 1904; Barnard 1892). Flora was living at
Drouin at the time McAlpine wrote this article and he
could have contacted her for clarification.
The Director of Kew Botanic Gardens, William
Thiselton-Dyer, read McAlpine’s article and wrote to
inform him that the type specimen of Polyporus mylittae
had indeed been collected by Flora Martin, and returned
to her ‘at her request’ (Thiselton-Dyer 1904). Flora’s
colleague at the FNCV, Francis Barnard, quoted Dyer’s
letter in the Victorian Naturalist in 1923, shortly before
Flora’s death, to correct the record. Noting that Cooke’s
type description stated only that the type specimen
came from ‘S. Australia’,42 he added, ‘there is no doubt
that it was a specimen sent from Victoria by Mrs. Martin,
better known in the early days of the Club as Miss F. M.
Campbell, an ardent fungus collector’ (Barnard 1923).
Among her annotations on McAlpine’s Systematic
arrangement of Australian fungi, Flora noted next to
the entry on Polyporus Mylittae: ‘The year [1892] I was
working hard at the Fungi[.] Plenty in this District Weebar
Drouin[.] Specimen sent to Cooke now in Botanical
Gardens Melbourne[.]’ Unfortunately, the specimen
can no longer be located, and from the point of view
of posterity Flora would have been wiser to entrust
it to Mueller’s Herbarium than to the Director of the
Melbourne Botanic Garden, William Guilfoyle, (1840–
1912), only a few boxes of whose museum specimens
survive.

Polyporus Mylittae Cke & Mass.
The rise and fall of Flora and McAlpine’s relationship
underlines the importance, and power, of a mentor
to a woman attempting to walk beyond traditional
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41 Now known as Laccocephalum mylittae (Cooke & Massee) Núñez &
Ryvarden (May et al. 2004).
42 Barnard actually wrote ‘South Australia’, but the original text in Cooke’s
type description was ‘S. Australia’, and may well have meant ‘Southern
Australia’. The specimens cited before and after Polyporus mylittae were
both attributed to Flora (Cooke 1892b: 37).
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Figure 4. ‘Essence of insult’: Flora’s copy of D. McAlpine (1895). Systematic arrangement of Australian fungi
(Library, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria)
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Conclusion

As in the first decades of her life, Flora almost disappears
from the historical record in her last decades. She
remained at Drouin after her husband’s death in 1909,
writing a few letters to newspapers (1912; 1917a;
1917b), notably to Donald MacDonald (1859–1932),
a nature writer with the Argus (Anderson 1986, e.g.
MacDonald 1915, MacDonald 1916). With age and
isolation she seems to have been effectively shut out
of the mycological circles in Melbourne that had so
occupied her in the previous century.
After her death on 13 March 1923, her will made clear
that mycology, and her contributions to it, had always
been uppermost in her mind. To ‘the Master for the time
being of Ormond College’ (the institution where she had
attended McAlpine’s lectures) she left:

A talented, middle-class, colonial woman with sufficient
leisure to pursue her own interests, Flora Martin née
Campbell found purpose and meaning in the study
of Australian fungi. Over four decades she laboured to
make a significant contribution to mycology despite
the restrictions of a gendered and hierarchical scientific
system. She collected, illustrated and annotated type
specimens of at least 83 new taxa (Maroske & Vaughan
2014), thereby accumulating a significant herbarium.
She undertook original research into vegetable
pathology, and communicated her results in letters and
articles, as a witness to a royal commission, and at a
conference of the AAAS.
While unable to advance her own career beyond
honorary positions, Flora played a role in the
appointment of the first government vegetable
pathologist in Victoria, and in the issue of the first fungal
flora of Australia (Cooke 1892a). She benefitted from
engagement with male colleagues in Australia and
overseas, and established her own network of collectors,
but was most connected to Daniel McAlpine. He allowed
her to attend his classes, and to contribute material and
observations to his research, but only acknowledged
her work as a collector in his publications.
Flora’s life and work personalises the story of colonial
women who aspired to make science their vocation but
could not quite overcome the barriers in their way. Her
frustration with this situation is evidenced in criticisms
of colleagues in letters and annotations. Even leaving a
record of her achievements proved to be a struggle with
Ormond College declining a bequest of materials made
in her will. Appropriate recognition from key peers may
have been withheld from Flora during her lifetime, but
there is enough surviving information about her life and
work to establish that she not only made a significant
contribution to Australian mycology, but also achieved
a suite of firsts for a woman in Australian science.

all my collections of botanical bacteriological and other
scientific specimens and all my fittings instruments43 and
appliances in connection therewith and all my books and
my book cases ... and I desire that as many of such chattels
are suitable therefor shall be placed in the McFarland
library at Ormond College ... (Martin 1923).

This generosity was of sufficient interest to be
noticed by Melbourne newspapers (Anonymous 1924),
although probate records indicate that it was only
partially enacted. Presumably at the request of the
College, certain of Flora’s books, bookcases and ‘etc.’
were sold, and the proceeds of £11-10-0 forwarded to
the Master.44
There is no mention of Flora’s specimens in probate
records, and according to FNCV member Frederick
Pitcher, ‘but for the kind offices of a relative of mine,
who owned the property adjoining Mrs. Martin’s farm’,
numerous books along with ‘numberless botanical
specimens, sketches, coloured plates and drawings of
fungi’ might have been ‘destroyed as valueless, after the
disposal of other property’. Pitcher put ‘a large number
of them together, in case they might be of service to
the Agricultural Department or members of the Club’
(Pitcher 1925). A few of these items are now at the Royal
Botanic Gardens Victoria, but the fate of the rest remains
unknown.
43 Probate records indicate that Flora’s instruments included a microscope
from her Drouin property.
44 Probate jurisdiction, Flora Mary Martin, 7 March 1924, Public Record
Office, Victoria, Australia.
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Appendix: Flora Martin née Campbell’s exhibits at the FNCV
SSR = Southern Science record, VN = Victorian Naturalist
No.

Date

Exhibit

Reference

1

9.7.1883

FNCV meeting: “a collection of Fungi, mostly named”

SSR 3(7) 1883: 181

2

10.3.1884

FNCV meeting: “a rare, if not new species of Fungus of the genus Tulostema VN 1(3) 1884: 17
[sic] from Sorrento”

3

17.3.1884

FNCV at Intercolonial Exhibition: “Collection of Australian Fungi”

VN 1(5) 1884: 35

4

29.4.1885

FNCV 5th conversazione: “a collection of fresh fungi”

VN 2(1) 1885: 15

5

10.6.1885

FNCV meeting: “fern new to Victoria, Polypodium phymatodes, from East
Gippsland, eight dried Victorian ferns including Botrychium ternatum,
B. lunaria, Asplenium nidus, A. flaccidum, Polypodium phymatodes, and
P. serpens, new lichens Usnea retipora (Knight) Victoria, and Parmelia
Campbellii, (Knight) New South Wales, also rough drawings of fungi
obtained during Lilydale excursion”

VN 2(3) 1885: 29

6

14.9.1885

FNCV meeting: “100 species of Australian lichens”

VN 2(6) 1885: 66

7

12.10.1885

FNCV wildflower exhibition: “Smaller but interesting exhibits”

VN 2(7) 1885: 82

8

14.12.1885

FNCV meeting: “five kinds of fossil wood from Glenmaggie, Gippsland”

VN 2(9) 1885: 106

9

8.2.1886

FNCV meeting: “collection of about 350 species of Victorian fungi, dried
and mounted, twenty of them being hitherto unrecorded for Victoria”

VN 2(11) 1886: 126

10

8.3.1886

FNCV meeting: “Victorian fungi in illustration of her paper”

VN 2(12) 1886: 150

11

20.4.1886

FNCV 6th conversazione: “fine specimens of fossil woods from
Glenmaggie, Gippsland. A large collection of Australian lichens. Books
containing veneers of 350 Australian and 100 Japanese woods”

VN 3(1) 1886: 10

12

14.6.1886

FNCV meeting: “fungi, mosses, and lichens, collected during the Club
excursion at Lilydale”

VN 3(3) 1886: 26

13

9.7.1886

FNCV meeting: “specimens of an injurious grass (Sporobolus indicus), from
the Domain, South Yarra”

VN 3(5) 1886: 54

14

11.10.1886

FNCV wildflower exhibition: “contributed to the general display”

VN 3(12) 1886: 83
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Reference

15

14.3.1887

FNCV meeting: “Victorian fungi, Podaxon pistillaris and Xylopodium
Australe, also plant of Euphorbia Drummondii, with particulars of the drug
lately obtained from it”

VN 3(12) 1887: 162

16

4.4.1887

FNCV meeting: “Melaleuca nodosa, from the Whipstick, Bendigo, also
Lecedea [sic] Victoriae, Nephromium sub-laevigatum, and Ramalina
miniuscula, unrecorded Victorian lichens”

VN 4(1) 1887: 2 [as ‘174’]

17

28.4.1887

FNCV 7th conversazione: “A comprehensive collection of Victorian fungi;
an extensive series of specimens of fruits, vegetables, and indigenous
plants attacked by micro-fungi, illustrative of vegetable pathology; watercolour drawings of fungi”

VN 4(2) 1887: 29

18

9.5.1887

FNCV meeting: “water-colour drawings of Victorian fungi; also a copy of
“Plants injurious to Stock,” by F. M. Bailey, F.L.S., Brisbane”

VN 4(3) 1887: 34

19

11.7.1887

FNCV meeting: “a large number of lichens mounted and named”

VN 4(4) 1887: 50

20

8.8.1887

FNCV meeting: “paintings of Tasmanian fungi”

VN 4(5) 1887: 67

21

12.9.1887

FNCV meeting: “fossil plant, Cinnamomum polymorphoides, M’Coy, from
Cobungra; also thirty fungi unrecorded for Victoria”

VN 4(6) 1887: 82

22

10.10.1887

FNCV meeting: “400 specimens of diseased plants”

VN 4(7) 1887: 99

23

10.10.1887

FNCV wildflower exhibition: “a basket of flowers from various localities”

VN 4(7) 1887: 100

24

9.7.1888

FNCV meeting: “forty rare Australian mosses”

VN 5(4) 1888: 50–51.

25

16.5.1889

FNCV 9th conversazione: “Sixty species of Victorian mosses (including
eight new to science)”

VN 6(3) 1889: 53

26

12.8.1889

FNCV annual meeting: “Drawings of 200 species of Victorian Fungi,
including eleven new to science”

VN 6(5) 1889: 77

27

14.10.1889

FNCV meeting: “A striking decorative arrangement of native flowers,
mosses, &c”

VN 6(7) 1889: 107

28

28.5.1891

FNCV 10th conversazione: “Drawings of some Fungus Diseases of
Economic Plants”

VN 8(4) 1891: 63

29

11.7.1892

FNCV meeting: “Heliophyllum yassense (Eth. N. Sp.)”

VN 9(4) 1892: 50

30

8.8.1892

FNCV meeting: “The Fungi of Australia,” by Dr. M. C. Cooke; “One Hundred
and Ninety Lithograms of Ferns of Queensland,” by Mr. F. M. Bailey”

VN 9(5) 1892: 63

31

10.10.1892

FNCV wildflower exhibition

VN 9(7) 1892: 98

32

12.6.1893

FNCV natural history specimens: “Giant Earthworm, from Weeba, Drouin;
also, new book, “A Companion for the Queensland Student of Plant Life,”
by F. M. Bailey, F.L.S.”

VN 10(3) 1893: 45

33

9.10.1893

FNCV wildflower exhibition: “good displays”

VN 10(7) 1893: 102

34

14-15.6.1894

FNCV 11th conversazione: “Two Giant Earthworms, from Drouin, 7 ft. 2 in.
and 7 ft. 6 in. respectively (measured length).”

VN 11(3) 1894: 53

35

8.4.1895

FNCV meeting: “Two extra large old shells (Carris cornuta).”

VN 12(1) 1895: 4

Muelleria
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